
 

Young Inspirational Leader Greta Thunberg Wins 
Freedom Prize for Driving Climate Action, Donates a 

Share of Prize Money to Adaptation Fund 
 

Donates 25,000 EUR to Adaptation Fund and Three Other Environmental Groups 
 
Washington, D.C. (April 4, 2019) -- The work of the Adaptation Fund in serving vulnerable 
countries with tangible climate change adaptation actions on the ground caught the eye of the 
dedicated and inspirational 16-year old climate activist leader Greta Thunberg, who won the 
Freedom Prize this week and promptly announced she will donate the full 25,000 EUR prize 
money to the Adaptation Fund and three other organizations. 
 
Ms. Thunberg, of Sweden, was awarded the first Freedom Prize (Prix Liberté) from the Normandy 
Region of France, which honors someone fighting for peace and freedom, for her actions to inspire 
urgently needed climate action across the globe. She was also recently nominated for the Nobel 
Peace Prize for 2019.  
 
“First of all, the Adaptation Fund would like to congratulate Greta for her engagement on climate 
issues. Her actions and speeches are an inspiration for thousands of people around the world 
(young and less young). Greta wholeheartedly deserves to receive this award,” said Adaptation 
Fund Board Chair Ms. Sylviane Bilgischer. “The Adaptation Fund is very grateful for the trust 
and confidence of Greta in the work of the Fund. We would like to thank Greta for her financial 
contribution to climate change adaptation projects in the most vulnerable communities. The Fund 
is facing increasing demand to finance adaptation projects, but resources are limited. Every action 
is significant and makes a difference.” 
 
Ms. Thunberg was nominated by an international jury for the Freedom Prize along with two other 
finalists who are also ardent defenders of human rights (Saudi blogger Raif Badawi and Chinese 
photojournalist Lu Guang). She was selected the winner through a digital vote by young people 
ages 15-25 from all over the world. The award was created by the Normandy Region of France 
in partnership with the International Institute for Human Rights and Peace, and academic 
authorities Canopé and Ouest-France. An award ceremony will take place in Caen in early June 
to honor the 75th anniversary of the Normandy landings as part of the Forum for Peace. 
 
“I am very grateful and honoured to have won the Prix Liberté,” Thunberg wrote on her Facebook 
page. “The climate crisis is not only threatening the living conditions for billions of people, it is 
indeed threatening our whole civilization as we know it. And it is the ones who are the least 
responsible who are affected the most. I have decided to donate all of the 25,000 EUR prize 
money to four different organizations dedicated to climate justice: CARE, who is focusing on 
helping women and girls in the global south to cope with the effects of rising temperatures and a 
changing climate; the Adaptation Fund, who help vulnerable communities in developing 
countries adapt and build resilience to climate change; as well as 350.org and Greenpeace 
International who both fight for climate justice, the environment and to keep the fossil fuels in the 
ground.” 

https://www.normandie.fr/greta-thunberg-laureate-du-prix-liberte
https://www.facebook.com/Prix-Libert%C3%A9-Freedom-Prize-2244181505794015/
https://www.facebook.com/gretathunbergsweden/posts/802697793431376?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARCF_8d7PnSGp9kDk8ixiYut9f9FuWqfP_6aDOmSpED6f3OGjaFz-tNrJnKr7J2uayA0DiuIAbUFSahrPWuoV3wNfNkhSRfDTv4ZRojGHiKwMeY59eco7pUR6tN7ANo1Sh5ujNDXNzKiPwAm_pStxRFRFuYYmGOPcOyWkQTH7T6bgITS5HTBskRP4xSBNZ_W0rDKqFasIkw6gt0qfVkMgcWOQNpyrRjBuoZCzFWl9ZGDAmSf3hfm0B7Qm_nnLiGiyYEjp6BHIvPJZj7A-P5enSF5dnY2mYhXqCeIDlHeISvWISbUDiLtSgvqd8LhLDsiy3TslD9tbo7oUOleA7xxRAI&__tn__=-R


 
To date, the Adaptation Fund has committed US$ 564 million to 84 concrete projects to help the 
most vulnerable communities in developing countries throughout the world adapt and build 
resilience to climate change, with close to six million direct beneficiaries.  The Fund also pioneered 
Direct Access, a climate finance modality which empowers country ownership in adaptation.  
 
Thunberg misses school every Friday for a climate strike to raise awareness of the emergent 
climate crisis, and has inspired a global movement of youth, parents and leaders alike who are 
concerned about climate change. It has extended to marches and demonstrations in 120 
countries, and further brought thousands of people together on social media through the hashtag 
#FridaysForFuture. She regularly protests in the Stockholm Parliament and is an eloquent and 
inspirational speaker who has spoken at COP 24 in Poland and at the Davos Economic Forum, 
among other high-profile engagements. 
 
Youth Involvement in Adaptation Fund Projects Often Key to Success 
 
The Adaptation Fund fosters several core principles in its projects through progressive 
environmental, social and gender policies that protect human rights, gender equality, biodiversity 
conservation and natural habitats, and marginalized groups, including children, women and girls. 
Its projects are country-led and tailored to local adaptation needs, with involvement of the most 
vulnerable groups and local stakeholders often key to project success.  
 
All Fund projects have knowledge sharing components, as well, where the next generations of 
youth are often directly involved in learning and raising awareness for the importance of climate 
adaptation. 
 
“The Adaptation Fund fosters involvement of marginalized groups, including children, women and 
girls, in its projects as one of the core principles of its environmental and social policy, and has 
several projects that have strong involvement of youth,” Bilgischer said. 
 
The Fund further launched new grant funding windows in December, including a program that 
fosters innovation in adaptation, and is planning to launch a new innovation facility later this year. 
One of the first innovation grant proposals received is aimed at engaging future leaders in Armenia 
through a digital education module on adaptation challenges and best practices for youth. 
   
Among today’s citizens, young people are also going to be disproportionately affected by climate 
change which is projected to worsen in the coming decades. At the same time, young people can 
often be sources of innovative ideas so it is important to engage them in the challenges of 
adaptation to climate change from an early age. 
 
“One of the great aspects of the Adaptation Fund is its ability to innovate and create valuable 
knowledge through its tangible climate change adaptation work on the ground to the most 
vulnerable communities. Youth, as well as other vulnerable groups, are essential to participating, 
learning and carrying that awareness and knowledge forward,” said Mikko Ollikainen, Manager 
of the Adaptation Fund. 
 
These are just a few of the many Adaptation Fund projects with strong youth components: 

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/projects-programmes/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/about/direct-access/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/adaptation-fund-launches-new-grant-funding-windows-accelerate-action-innovation-learning-adaptation/


 
Honduras: A Fund project helped vulnerable urban residents in Tegucigalpa and the upper 
Choluteca watershed adapt to extreme rainfall variability and mudslides by installing innovative 
rooftop rainwater harvesting systems on 38 homes that directed run-off during extreme rainfall to 
storage tanks to serve an elementary school. The project climate-proofed roads and infrastructure 
to enhance drainage, and protected 60,000 HA of forest corridor to retain water and prevent 
erosion. It also involved the next generation of practitioners –the Honduran National University 
was very active in involving young, soon to be graduated professionals from different faculties 
mostly in the design phase of adaptation solutions.  
 
“I find the approach taken by the project and the National University very interesting,” said Julio 
Carcamo, of Fundación Vida in Honduras, a member of the Adaptation Fund NGO Network. 
“From my perspective, we should aim at institutionalizing climate change adaptation. By working 
with youth in general and young professionals in particular and in a massive way, we can pave 
the road to make sure the new infrastructure and planning in general takes into account this critical 
development aspect. These young professionals will be the ones leading the development of the 
country in decades to come.”   
 
Rwanda: The Fund is empowering communities vulnerable to extreme rainfall and drought 
through adaptation measures such as bench-terracing, afforestation and canal clearing that have 
restored farmlands once lost to floods. As part of the project, more than 100 young people 
attended technical training schools designed to start businesses in off-farm trades to reduce 
pressure on the natural environment. They graduated, obtained certifications and startup toolkits, 
as well as links to sources of credit and financial support to help ensure they are successful. 
 
Cook Islands: A Fund project in the Cook Islands is helping coastal communities vulnerable to 
destructive storms and droughts build climate resilience through community-based approaches. 
It has a Young Farmers Programme, in which local youth leaders are being trained in organic 
farming practices and traditional sustainable farming methods to enhance local food security and 
commerce in the face of climate change. Another component designed by local school students 
is encouraging youth and communities to replant 10,000 native trees, which will help protect the 
coastline from tidal surges and disasters, as well as nesting sites for endangered turtles. The 
climate-threatened island of Palmerston also received life jackets for all its inhabitants for added 
protections during sea surges. 
 
“My goal is to be a productive and successful farmer,” said Ms. Rouru Papatua, a young farmer 
in Mangaia, of the Cook Islands. “I want to be able to help my family and community. I want to 
show that a woman can do anything no matter what as long as you are passionate about what 
you do.” 
 
“The Government of Jamaica/Adaptation Fund Programme is a good programme. I encourage it. 
I love it, because this is something we as farmers needed for years now!  It helped us a lot as 
young farmers,” added Mr. Alton Hall, a young farmer in Jamaica, where a similar adaptation 
project is taking place.  
 
Morocco: An innovative project in the dry Oasis region is helping vulnerable communities adapt 
to droughts by rejuvenating traditional underground canal systems as key water sources for 

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/project/addressing-climate-change-risks-on-water-resources-in-honduras-increased-systemic-resilience-and-reduced-vulnerability-of-the-urban-poor/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/project/reducing-vulnerability-to-climate-change-in-north-west-rwanda-through-community-based-adaptation/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/af-10-years/stories/beneficiary-capsules/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/af-10-years/stories/beneficiary-capsules/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/cook-islands-life-jackets-paradise/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/cook-islands-labor-love/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/cook-islands-labor-love/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/jamaica-alton-hall-motivated-young-farmer/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/AdaptationStory-centered-highres-1.pdf


 
agriculture and consumption. The project also has 20 innovative adaptation economic projects 
that are focused on youth and women, with at least 50 percent managed by women.  
 
Uruguay: A Fund project is helping smallholder farmers in areas vulnerable to extreme weather 
variability build resilience to climate change through sustainable development, climate-smart 
farming and agro-forestry. As part of the project, a small group of university students in two critical 
areas received small grants to establish a weather monitoring station and conduct research into 
the impacts of climate change on natural grazing pastures and small cattle producers. It is part of 
the project’s small grants programme offered to local producers to improve water and land 
management and production, and includes training, technical assistance and opportunities for 
women and young entrepreneurs.  
 
Mongolia: In vulnerable areas that have faced dry conditions exacerbated by climate change, the 
project has supported the transition to eco-schools all the way down to the kindergarten level. It 
includes introduction and promotion of indoor plants and outdoor tree planting, water monitoring 
and environmental education – with the aim that an early start will lead to high environmental 
awareness in adulthood. 
 
Cuba: Many youth have taken an active part in helping to deploy adaptation measures such as 
mangrove restoration to help vulnerable coastal communities build resilience to sea level rise and 
saltwater surges. 
 

ABOUT the ADAPTATION FUND 

Since 2010, the Adaptation Fund has committed about US$ 564 million for climate change 
adaptation and resilience projects and programmes, including 84 concrete localized adaptation 
projects in the most vulnerable communities of developing countries around the world with 
approximately 6 million direct beneficiaries. It also pioneered Direct Access, empowering 
countries to access funding and develop projects directly through accredited national 
implementing entities. The Fund receives a small share of proceeds from UN Clean Development 
Mechanism projects but the majority of funds for the Adaptation Fund come from contributions 
from developed countries and regions. The Fund also receives voluntary contributions from 
individuals, public and private organizations, which can be made to the Fund through the United 
Nations Foundation website. 
 
Communications: Matthew Pueschel, mpueschel@adaptation-fund.org or +1-202-473-6743 
 

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Adaptation-Story-Uruguay-ENGLISH-final.pdf
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/project/ecosystem-based-adaptation-approach-to-maintaining-water-security-in-critical-water-catchments-in-mongolia/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/adaptation-fund-project-story-cuba/
http://fiftrustee.worldbank.org/Pages/adapt.aspx
https://act.unfoundation.org/onlineactions/ql-Plvl-8UyPnR2kZ52-XQ2?ms=ConvioRedirect

